An adaptive correlation noise model (CNM) construction algorithm is proposed in this paper to increase the efficiency of parity bits for correcting errors of the side information in transform domain Wyner-Ziv (WZ) video coding. The proposed algorithm introduces two techniques to improve the accuracy of the CNM. First, it calculates the mean of direct current (DC) coefficients of the original WZ frame at the encoder and uses it to assist the decoder to calculate the CNM parameters. Second, by considering the statistical property of the transform domain correlation noise and the motion characteristic of the frame, the algorithm adaptively models the DC coefficients of the correlation noise with the Gaussian distribution for the low motion frames and the Laplacian distribution for the high motion frames, respectively. With these techniques, the proposed algorithm is able to make a more accurate approximation to the real distribution of the correlation noise at the expense of a very slight increment to the coding complexity. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can improve the average peak signal-to-noise ratio of the decoded WZ frames by 0.5 dB to 1.5 dB.
I. Introduction
Traditional video compressing standards, for example, MPEG or H.26x, employ a complex motion estimation framework in their encoders to analyze the correlation between the temporally adjacent frames, so they usually include a highcomplexity encoder and a low-complexity decoder. This architecture is well-suited for applications that the video contents are coded only once but decoded many times, and for streaming scenarios where the encoder has much more computational resources available than the decoder. However, more and more new applications which have emerged in recent years, such as wireless low-power surveillance and multimedia sensor networks, wireless cameras, and mobile camera phones, require light encoders. To meet this requirement, a new video coding scheme, distributed video coding (DVC), was proposed to enable exploration of the video statistics, partially or totally, in the decoder [1] , [2] and lower the encoder's complexity. DVC lays its theoretical foundation on the distributed source coding principles stated by the Slepian-Wolf and the WynerZiv (WZ) theorems [3] , [4] . Two DVC solutions, the WZ video coding system [5] , [6] and the PRISM [7] , proposed by Bernd Girod's group at Stanford University and Ramchandran's group at the University of Berkeley, California, respectively, have received most of the attention because of their practicality. Compared with the PRISM, the WZ video coding system has a lighter encoder and can better exploit the temporal and spatial correlation. Therefore, most of the practical DVC implementations are based on the WZ video coding architecture.
To utilize the parity bits to correct errors of the side information in transform domain efficiently, the decoder in a WZ video coding system needs to have reliable knowledge
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Hao Qin, Bin Song, Yue Zhao, and Haihua Liu Decoded WZ frames WZ frame about how to model the correlation noise between the original WZ frame and its estimation frame in the decoder, which is also known as the side information (SI) frame [8] , [9] . Because the SI could be considered a "corrupted" version of the original information, the correlation noise (WZ−SI) can also be interpreted as a virtual channel with an error pattern that satisfies a certain statistical distribution. The relationship of the original WZ frame and its corresponding SI frame can be further illustrated with Fig. 1 . As we know, the more accurately the distribution describes (WZ−SI) in the transform domain, the higher the rate distortion (RD) performance [10] is. However, it is very difficult in practice to precisely model the correlation noise in the decoder since the original WZ frame is unavailable in the decoder [11] . The Laplacian distribution with location parameter zero is a correlation noise model (CNM) widely used in the WZ video coding literatures [11] . The CNM can be constructed in two ways, online and offline. The online CNM uses the motioncompensated residual in the decoder to estimate the residual between the original WZ frame and its corresponding SI frame. Contrarily, the offline CNM uses the original WZ frame and the SI frame to achieve the residual. Thus, the performance of offline CNM provides insights on the maximum or "ideal" estimation performance that can be achieved, but offline CNM is impracticable because it requires either the SI frame be available in the encoder or the original WZ frame be available in the decoder. On the other hand, the online CNM also has its own drawbacks. First, its accuracy is limited because it can only provide the estimation of the CNM parameter in the decoder. Second, the online CNM presented in [11] does not take the statistical property of the transform domain correlation noise and the video content scene change into consideration.
To improve the accuracy of the online CNM, an adaptive CNM construction algorithm in transform domain WZ video coding is proposed in this paper. The proposed algorithm utilizes two methods to address the accuracy issue. First, the encoder supplies the mean of the DC coefficients of the original WZ frame to the decoder to assist constructing the CNM. Second, the decoder adaptively chooses different CNM distributions for DC coefficients based on the video content scene change. This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief overview to the WZ video coding architecture. The statistical property of the transform domain correlation noise is discussed in section III. Section IV presents the adaptive CNM construction algorithm in detail. The proposed algorithm is simulated and the obtained numeric results are given in section V. Finally, the conclusion is provided in section VI.
II. Transform Domain WZ Video Coding System Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of a transform domain WZ video coding system without the feedback channel. As shown in the figure, the video frames are categorized into key frames and WZ frames. The key frames are coded using a traditional intra-frame video encoder such as H.264/AVC, while the WZ frames are intraframe encoded but interframe decoded.
In the encoder, integer 4×4 discrete cosine transform (DCT) is firstly applied to each WZ frame block by block. The obtained DCT coefficients are further grouped into 16 DCT coefficient bands X 1 , X 2 , …, X 16 , where band X k consists of all the coefficients that occupy the same position k within the 4×4 blocks. Then, uniform quantization with 2 k M levels (where the number of levels 2 k M depends on the DCT coefficient band) is performed over each DCT coefficient band to get the quantized coefficients q k . Finally, the bitplanes, extracted from q k , are fed into a low density parity check (LDPC) encoder to generate the parity bits for transmission.
The decoder utilizes a motion-compensated frame interpolation framework to produce the SI frame for each WZ frame based on its forward and backward adjacent key frames. Next, the same processes applied to the original WZ frame in the encoder, including DCT, quantization, and bitplane extraction, are also performed on the SI frame in the same order. Then the decoder calculates the residual frame Z as an approximation to (WZ−SI) in the pixel domain using (1).
where f f (x+dx f , y+dy f ) and f b (x+dx b , y+dy b ) represent the forward and backward motion-compensated frames, respectively, and dx f , dy f and dx b , dy b denote the motion vectors for frames f f and f b , respectively. On the basis of residual frame Z, the CNM (for example, the online CNM or the proposed adaptive CNM) can be built for each DCT coefficient. By feeding the received parity bits from the encoder, SI frame, and parameters of CNM into the LDPC decoder, the bitplanes of the WZ frame are recovered. After combining the recovered bitplanes into quantized coefficients, the WZ frame is decoded by dequantization, reconstruction and IDCT. In Fig.  2 , µ WZ and µ SI represent the mean of the DC coefficients in the original WZ frame and the SI frame, respectively, and these two values are critical to the construction of the proposed adaptive CNM.
Because of the statistical correlation between the original WZ frame and the SI frame, the accuracy of the CNM is essential to the RD performance in WZ video coding, especially in unidirectional WZ video coding.
III. Adaptive CNM of Transform Domain WZ Video Coding
The existing CNM chooses the Laplacian distribution with location parameter zero to model the correlation noise for all kinds of video content scene changes. Although it can provide an acceptable performance, the Laplacian distribution may not be preferable for certain motion sequences. In this section, some simulation results will be presented and summarized to demonstrate how the statistical distributions of actual correlation noise (ACN) differ for different motion sequences. Note that the GOP size is set to 2 in these simulations. Thus, the GOP structure of "key frame, WZ frame, key frame, WZ frame …" was adopted.
The DC and AC1 coefficient bands of the 71st and 119th WZ frame in the quarter common intermediate format (QCIF) sequence "Foreman" are plotted in Fig. 3 . Several observations can be made based on the figure. First, the AC1 component of actual correlation noise (ACN_AC1) is distributed around zero while the DC component of actual correlation noise (ACN_DC) is distributed around a positive value. Second, according to Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the statistical distribution of ACN_DC fits better to the Laplacian distribution and the Gaussian distribution for the 71st and 119th WZ frames, respectively. This phenomenon indicates that the Laplacian distribution with location parameter zero is insufficient to approximate the distribution of ACN_DC.
One of the differences between the 71st and 119th WZ frame in "Foreman" is that the former is a high-motion frame while the latter is a smooth one when compared with its adjacent frames. Our further observations on the other sequences also imply that the motion characteristic of the video frame might have a great influence on the statistical distribution of ACN_DC.
To verify the above perceptions, we use the curve fitting tool of MATLAB to test the goodness-of-fit (GOF) of ACN_DC to the Laplacian distribution or the Gaussian distribution. The GOF is defined as
where x i denotes the i-th observed ACN value, f(x i ) is the probability density of the Laplacian distribution or the Gaussian distribution at x i , y i is the actual probability density at x i , and y is the average of y i . It should be noted that the closer R approaches to 1, the better the goodness. The GOF test results of DC coefficient band for different QCIF sequences are summarized in Table 1 , where R L and R G is the GOF of ACN_DC with the Laplacian distribution and the Gaussian distribution, respectively. From Table 1 , it can be seen that some sequences favor the Gaussian distribution while Table 1 shows that for the low-to medium-motion sequences, such as "Foreman," "Hall," and "Coastguard," more frames prefer to use the Gaussian distribution to model ACN_DC. However, for high-motion sequences, such as "Stefan" and "Bus," a frame's ACN_DC is more likely modeled using the Laplacian distribution.
The GOF of ACN_AC1 distribution was also analyzed, and the results are given in Table 2 . It is clear that the ACN_AC1 of all frames fits closer to the Laplacian distribution. Further analyses for other AC bands also demonstrate similar GOF results, which are not included in the paper due to limited space.
Based on the above observations, it can be concluded that all the AC bands of ACN should be modeled by the Laplacian distribution with location parameter zero while ACN_DC should be modeled by the Laplacian distribution or the Gaussian distribution depending on the motion characteristics of the WZ frame. Therefore, a new adaptive transform domain CNM is proposed in (3). 
where f(n) is the probability density function of the correlation noise, µ and σ 2 denote the mean and the variance of the CNM, respectively, and b represents the scale parameter of the Laplacian distribution that can be directly calculated with
According to (3) , the motion characteristic of a WZ frame must be identified before the CNM for that frame can be determined. Let SC denote the motion characteristic of the original WZ frame compared with its two adjacent decoded key frames. The larger the SC of a WZ frame is, the more likely it is that the frame has high-motion contents. Because the original WZ frame is not available in the decoder, it is common that the decoder uses the corresponding SI frame as an approximation of the WZ frame. Therefore, the residual frame Z is actually an indicator as to the similarity of two blocks (motion compensated) in the reference frames and can be used to approximate SC with (4).
[ ] Given the SC of a WZ frame, it is possible to tell whether the motion of the frame is high or low depending on a threshold N. The frame contains high-motion contents if SC>N; otherwise, the frame has a smooth motion. The accuracy of the frame motion estimation can be greatly improved if we can update threshold N adaptively with (5) whenever the current WZ frame is regarded as a high-motion frame. (1 ) ,
where [0, 1] ε ∈ is an empirical parameter. First, N is initialized to the SC value of the first WZ frame. Then N is updated recursively with (5) whenever a WZ frame is regarded as a high-motion frame. It is particularly important to carefully choose ε as it has a direct effect on the coding performance. The larger ε is, the less impact the current WZ frame motion will have on N. In other words, N tends to keep stable for large ε, and the proposed model may even fail to reflect the video motion trends if N is set too large. On the contrary, a small ε may lead to dramatic fluctuations of N and make the algorithm unstable. Based on the above discussions, ε 
SC>N

Laplacian distribution with µ≠0
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Decoder should be empirically chosen to achieve a proper tradeoff between stability and adaptability.
IV. Adaptive CNM Construction Algorithm
Based on the adaptive CNM given above, an adaptive CNM construction algorithm in transform domain WZ video coding is proposed and its basic flow is diagrammed in Fig. 4 . The algorithm employs an approach similar to the one proposed in section VII of [11] . Its basic principle is to estimate the distribution parameter of ACN at two different granularity levels: the DCT band level and the coefficient level. In the DCT band level, one distribution parameter is estimated for each DCT band. Those parameters are updated for each frame and thus vary along the video sequence. Next, the distribution parameter of each DCT band is adjusted further for each coefficient within that DCT band, leading to a finer adaptation of the CNM at the coefficient level. What follows is a detailed discussion of how the adaptive CNM is constructed.
As shown in Fig. 4 , µ WZ , the mean of DC coefficients of the original WZ frame, is calculated in the encoder and transmitted to the decoder. In the decoder, µ SI , the average of DC coefficients of the corresponding SI frame, is calculated before WZ SI μ μ μ = − , the mean of ACN_DC, is determined. Then the decoder will calculate the residual frame Z and SC of that frame using (1) and (4), respectively. With the obtained µ, Z, and SC, the decoder will be able to calculate the mean µ i and the variance 2 i σ and construct the DCT band level CNM using (3) accordingly for each DCT band, where 1, 2,...,16 i = . The above DCT band level CNMs still need to be further refined at the coefficient level with the following steps.
Step 1. Adjust the variance for each coefficient according to Step 3. Update N with (5), accordingly. The computational complexity issue may be briefly analyzed, as below. The proposed algorithm requires the encoder to calculate the mean of DC coefficients for each original WZ frame. Because all the DC coefficients are always available in the transform domain, the complexity incurred in the encoder by the proposed algorithm may be ignored. In the decoder, the Gaussian distribution introduced in this paper can be fully modeled with only two parameters, µ and σ 2 . These parameters are also used to determine the Laplacian distribution because the scaling parameter b of the distribution can be achieved with 2 / 2. b σ =
As a result, although the Gaussian distribution is used in the proposed CNM, there is no extra complexity overhead incurred in the decoder.
V. Experiment Results
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed adaptive CNM and the corresponding construction algorithm, several QCIF (176×144) and CIF (352×288) video sequences, including "Foreman," "Coastguard," "Suzie," "Miss America," "Hall," and "Mother-Daughter," were tested in the WZ video coding system given in Fig. 2 . The GOP structure adopted in the experiments is "KWKW…," where K and W denote the key frame and WZ frame, respectively. The key frames are encoded with the intramode of JM14.0 [12] . Note that ε=0.5 is empirically chosen in (5) when the proposed CNM is applied.
In the experiment, the sum square error (SSE) between the distribution of ACN and the CNM is used as the criteria to measure the accuracy of the CNM, and SSE is formulated as CNM in [11] proposed CNM CNM in [11] proposed CNM CNM in [11] proposed CNM (c)
CNM in [11] proposed CNM CNM in [11] proposed CNM 
where x i , f(x i ), and y i represent the i-th sample of ACN_DC, the probability density at x i given by the CNM and the actual probability density of ACN_DC at x i , respectively. An SSE comparison between the online CNM in [11] and the proposed adaptive CNM was conducted, and the results are plotted in Fig. 5 . It is clear, from Fig. 5 , that the proposed adaptive CNM describes the actual correlation noise better than the online CNM in [11] . The average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the decoded WZ frames, when the same sequences are applied, was also studied for both approaches. The results of the QCIF sequences given in Fig. 6 show that the proposed adaptive CNM offers an average PSNR improvement by up to 0.5 dB for "Foreman," about 1 dB for "Coastguard" and "Miss America," and more than 1 dB for "Suzie." For CIF sequences, Fig. 7 shows that the improvements can be up to 0.5 dB for "Foreman," "Coastguard," and "Hall," and more than 1 dB for "Mother-Daughter."
Based on the observations made above, it can be concluded that the proposed adaptive CNM not only has a clear advantage over the online CNM [11] in terms of the accuracy of the CNM, but also greatly improves the video quality of the decoded WZ frames.
VI. Conclusion
